Uniforms

All MATES students must wear a uniform to school daily. The official uniform pieces consist of a royal blue
MATES logo polo shirt and black uniform bottoms – flat front black pants, flat front black shorts, or black
skorts. This official uniform is required for all school outings. Additional uniform combinations are acceptable
for all other regular school days. Spirit wear (alternate logo wear available for purchase through the MATES
MCN) may only be worn on Spirit days. Spirit days and free dress days are at the discretion of the school
administration.

Uniform Requirements

(Official MATES Uniform for field trips, performances, and other official MATES activities)
Boys
Girls
Shirts
 MATES royal blue, solid MATES royal blue, solidcolored, logo polo
colored, logo polo
 Must be purchased from
 Must be purchased from
Dennis Uniforms and must
Dennis Uniforms and must
have the MATES logo
have the MATES logo
Uniform Bottoms








Flat front pants or shorts
(solid black)
Must be purchased from
Dennis Uniforms or the
Uniform Department of
another store (i.e. Old
Navy, J.C. Penney, Walmart,
etc.)
Must have internal welt
pockets (no external jeansstyle or cargo pockets)
Zipper closure
Convertible roll-up pants
are not allowed








Flat front pants or shorts
(solid black)
Must be purchased from
Dennis Uniforms or the
Uniform Department of
another store (i.e. Old
Navy, J.C. Penney, Walmart,
etc.)
Must have internal welt
pockets (no external jeansstyle or cargo pockets)
Zipper closure
Convertible roll-up pants
are not allowed

OR






Solid skort (solid black)
Pleated or flat front with
tabs
Must be purchased from
Dennis Uniforms or the
Uniform Department of
another store (i.e. Old
Navy, J.C. Penney, Walmart,
etc.)
Skirts must have shorts
underneath

Uniform Choices

(Uniform options for regular school days)
Shirts






Pants








Flat Front Shorts






Logo Basketball
Shorts

Solid Skorts





Boys
Short or long sleeve logo polo
(solid white, black or MATES royal
blue)
Short or long sleeve logo crew
neck t-shirt (solid white, black or
MATES royal blue)
All polos and crew neck shirts
must be purchased from Dennis
Uniforms and must have the
MATES logo
Long-sleeved undershirts must
be solid-colored, logo-free white,
black or MATES royal blue
Flat front pants (solid black or
khaki)
Must be purchased from Dennis
Uniforms or the Uniform
Department of another store (i.e.
Old Navy, J.C. Penney, Walmart,
etc.)
Must have internal welt pockets
(no external jeans-style or cargo
pockets)
Zipper closure
Convertible roll-up pants are not
allowed

Flat front shorts (solid black or
khaki)
Must be purchased from Dennis
Uniforms or the Uniform
Department of another store (i.e.
Old Navy, J.C. Penney, Walmart,
etc.)
Must have internal welt pockets
(no external jeans-style or cargo
pockets)
Zipper closure
Logo basketball shorts (black)
All basketball shorts must be
purchased from Dennis Uniforms
and must have the MATES logo

























Girls
Short or long sleeve logo polo
(solid white, black or MATES
royal blue)
Short or long sleeve logo crew
neck t-shirt (solid white, black or
MATES royal blue)
All polos and crew neck shirts
must be purchased from Dennis
Uniforms and must have the
MATES logo
Long-sleeved undershirts must
be solid-colored, logo-free
white, black or MATES royal blue
Flat front pants (solid black or
khaki)
Flat front capris (solid black or
khaki)
Must be purchased from Dennis
Uniforms or the Uniform
Department of another store (i.e.
Old Navy, J.C. Penney, Walmart,
etc.)
Must have internal welt pockets
(no external jeans-style or cargo
pockets)
Zipper closure
Convertible roll-up pants are not
allowed
Flat front shorts (solid black or
khaki)
Must be purchased from Dennis
Uniforms or the Uniform
Department of another store (i.e.
Old Navy, J.C. Penney, Walmart,
etc.)
Must have internal welt pockets
(no external jeans-style or cargo
pockets)
Zipper closure
Logo basketball shorts (black)
All basketball shorts must be
purchased from Dennis
Uniforms and must have the
MATES logo
Solid skort (solid black or khaki)
Pleated or flat front with tabs
Black and khaki skorts must be
purchased from Dennis
Uniforms or the Uniform
Department of another store (i.e.
Old Navy, J.C. Penney, Walmart,




Plaid Skorts



Sweatshirts





Jackets




Socks





Zip, pull-over, or hooded
sweatshirts (solid white, black or
MATES royal blue)
MATES logo or logo-free (no
patterns or words)
May be purchased from Dennis
Uniforms or another store



Logo hooded microfiber jacket
(black or royal blue) and logo
hooded microfleece jacket (royal
blue) may be purchased from
Dennis Uniforms
Heavy jackets/raincoats may be
any color and may be purchased
from any store
Socks (solid white, black or khaki)
Logo-free
No patterns, stripes or words














etc.)
Skirts must have shorts
underneath
Blue plaid skort (Mayfair plaid
only)
Pleated or flat front with tabs
Blue Mayfair plaid skort must be
purchased from Dennis
Uniforms only
Zip, pull-over, or hooded
sweatshirts or cardigans (solid
white, black or MATES royal
blue)
MATES logo or logo-free (no
patterns or words)
May be purchased from Dennis
Uniforms or another store
Logo hooded microfiber jacket
(black or royal blue) and logo
hooded microfleece jacket (royal
blue) may be purchased from
Dennis Uniforms
Heavy jackets/raincoats may be
any color and may be purchased
from any store
Socks (solid white, black or
khaki)
Logo-free
No patterns, stripes or words
Tights or leggings (solid white,
black or khaki) may only be
worn UNDER other uniform
bottoms
Tights and leggings must be
solid-colored with no patterns,
stripes, lace, sparkles, words,
logos, etc.

The uniform pieces and outerwear are available for purchase from Dennis Uniforms. Order online at
www.dennisuniform.com using the MATES school code SHOOWH. Or, you can order by phone by calling
(800)-854-6951.

Dennis Uniforms
6459 De Soto Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
National Customer Service (800) 854-6951

Any uniform items purchased from the Uniform Department of an alternate store (Old Navy, J.C. Penney,
Walmart, etc.) must be comparable in style, color, and fabric to those sold by Dennis Uniforms. Please look at
the MATES Dennis Uniforms website at http://www.dennisuniform.com/onlstore/d-storehome.asp?sc=SH00WH&dis=20944128 to check for equivalence on any purchases made from the Uniform
Department of an alternate store. If you have any questions about the dress code policy or uniform
compliance, please contact the MATES office at (805) 495-7037 or bring the clothing item in question in to the
school office for administrative approval.

